Abstract: Let M be a semiprime -ring satisfying a certain assumption. Then we prove that every Jordan left higher k-centralizer on M is a left higher k-centralizer on M. We also prove that every Jordan higher kcentralizer of a 2-torsion free semiprime -ring M satisfying a certain assumption is a higher k-centralizer.
I.
Introduction:
The definition of a -ring was introduced by Nobusawa [7] and generalized by Barnes [2] as follows: Let M and  be two additive abelian groups. If there exists a mapping MM  M (the image of (a, 
In 2011 M.F.Hoque and A.C.Paul, [5] , also B.Zalar in [11] defined a centralizer on -ring, as follows An additive mapping T: R  R is left (right) centralizer if T(xy) = T(x)y (T(xy) = xT(y)) holds for all x, y  M and .
In [5] , defined a Jordan centralizer on -ring, An additive mapping T: M  M is Jordan left (right) centralizer if T(xx) = T(x)x (T(xx) = xT(x)) for all x  M and . In [9] Salah M.Salih and Balsam Majid H. defined a higher centralizer on -ring, as follows: A family of additive mapping of M, such that t 0 = id M then T is said to be higher centralizer of M if t (x y y x) t (x) y y t (x)
for all x, y  M, ,    and n  N.
In [9] , defined a Jordan higher centralizer on -ring, as follows: A family of additive mappings of M, such that t 0 = id M then T is said to be a Jordan higher centralizer of M if
The Higher K-Centralizer of Semiprime -Ring
Now we will introduce the definition of left (right) higher K-centralizer and higher K-centralizer, Jordan higher K-centralizer on -ring and other concepts which be used in our work.
Definition (3.1):
Let M be a -ring and T = (t i ) iN  be a family of additive mappings of M, such that t 0 = id M and K = (k i ) iN  a family of automorphism. Then T is said to be left (right) higher K-centralizer if
holds for all x, y  M,   . T n is called a higher K-centralizer if it is both a left and a right K-centralizer.
For any fixed a  M and   , the mapping ni
Definition (3.2):
Let M be a -ring and T = (t i ) iN  be a family of additive mappings of M, such that t 0 = id M and K = (k i ) iN  a family of automorphism. Then T is said Jordan left (right) higher K-centralizer if
Definition (3.3):
Let M be a -ring and T = (t i ) iN  be a family of additive mappings of M, such that t 0 = id M and K = (k i ) iN  a family of automorphism. Then T is said Jordan higher K-centralizer if [5] Let M be a semiprime -ring.
Lemma (3.4):
Lemma (3.5): [5] Let M be a semiprime -ring and A: MM  M a additive mapping. If A(x,y)w(x,y) = 0 for all x, y, w  M and ,   , then A(x,y)w(u,v) = 0 for all x, y, u, v  M and ,   .
Lemma (3.6): [5] Let M be a semiprime -ring satisfying the assumption xyz = xyz for all x, y, z  M and ,   . If a  M is a fixed element such that a [x,y] = 0 for all x, y  M and ,   , then there exists an ideal U of M such that a  U  Z(M).
Lemma (3.7): [5] Let M be a semiprime -ring satisfying the assumption xyz = xyz for all x, y, z  M and ,   . Let D be a derivation of M and   M, a fixed element
Lemma (3.8): [5] Let M be a semiprime -ring satisfying the assumption xyz = xyz for all x, y, z  M and ,   . Let a, b  M be two fixed elements such that a x = x b for all x  M and   .
Lemma (3.9):
Let M be a semiprime -ring satisfying the assumption xyz = xyz for all x, y, z  M and ,   . Let T: M  M be a Jordan left higher K-centralizer, then
is a 2-torsion free -ring satisfying the above assumption, then
Since T n is a Jordan left higher K-centralizer, therefore
(a) Replacing x by x + y in (1), we get
for all x, y  M and   . t (x z) k (y) k (x + z)
(b)
The last relation along with the assumption xyz = xyz gives
Theorem (3.10):
Let M be a semiprime -ring satisfying the assumption xyz = xyz for all x, y, z  M and ,   . Let Tn: M  M be a Jordan left higher K-centralizer. Then Tn is a left higher K-centralizer. Proof: Using lemma (3.9-c(i)), we have n i j s t r i j s t r n i j s t r (6) (x y zYy x + y x zYx y)
Moreover, lemma (3.9-c(ii)) gives n i j s t i j s t n i j s t (7) (x y zYy x + y x zYx y)
Subtracting (6) from (7), we get i j s s t r i s t r n i j s s t r i j s t r n t (x y) t ( 
The last relation along with (2) gives i j s t r s t i j s t n i j n r s t i r s t j i j s t r s t i i j s t n r s t j r s i j n r s t i r s t i
Which implies i j s t r s t j i j s t n r s t j n i j s t r s t j i j s t n r s t j n
, where w j = s or t or j we get 1 i t r r t j i t n r t j n 1 i t r r t j i t n r t j n 
